Supplemental materials Cell lines, chemicals and sample preparation
The B cell line 721.221 transfected to express MHC-HLA-Cw6 (221/Cw6) or GPI-GFP (221/GPI-GFP) and the NK-cell line YTS transfected to express KIR2DL1 have been described earlier (1, 2) . The stable transfectants YTS/GPI-GFP, YTS/KIR2DL1/GPI-GFP, and YTS/YFPMem were generated by electroporation with linearized plasmids (GPI-GFP in pcDNA3.1, YFPMem, a kind gift from Gillian Griffiths, University of Cambridge (3)) and cultured under appropriate antibiotic selection. Stable transfectants expressing GPI-GFP or YFP-Mem were sorted for fluorescence by FACS (FACSDiva, Becton Dickinson). Cells were cultured in RPMI medium (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) containing heat inactivated fetal bovine serum (FBS) (10%), L-glutamine (2mM) and penicillin-streptomycin (50 units/ml).
For imaging, 1-2×10
6 NK and target cells were washed separately in PBS or cell culture media and, for some of the experiments, stained with 3,3'dioctadecyloxacarbocyanine perchlorate (DiO) (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) according to supplier's instructions. Thereafter NK and target cells were mixed and co-incubated for 30 minutes at 37 °C either in a cover slipped chamber (Nalge Nunc International, Rochester, NY) or a poc-chamber for live cell imaging, followed by imaging at 37 °C. For some of the confocal microscopy experiments cells (YTS/GPI-GFP) were fixed by incubation with 0.1% glutaraldehyde and 3.6% formaldehyde for 1 min at 37 °C followed by incubation with 3.6% formaldehyde for 5 min at room temperature.
Microscopy
Fluorescence images for protein distribution analysis were obtained using Leica DM IRE 2 (Leica Microsystems GmbH, Wetzlar, Germany) or Leica SP5 laser scanning confocal microscopes (LSCM) or a PerkinElmer UltraView (Weltham, MA, USA) spinning disc confocal microscope. For LSCM, the image settings were defined empirically to maximize the signal:noise ratio and to avoid saturation. Series of bright-field and confocal fluorescence images were simultaneously obtained. The distributions of fluorescent probes were tracked by z-stack acquisition (30-90 individual planes 0.3-0.6µm apart). For time-lapse imaging confocal stacks were acquired at 30-second to 2-minute intervals for time periods ranging from 10 minutes to 2 hours.
The laser setup used for LD imaging has previously been described in detail (4 For 2D LD imaging the focus was adjusted such that the two-photon excitation was at the midsection of the cell. Several frames were acquired with the EMCCD at high gain and averaged.
Since horizontal and vertically polarized emissions are simultaneously imaged on the CCD chip, these two separate sub-images need to be spatially overlapped before forming the LD. This is performed using home developed routines in LabView (National Instruments, Austin, TX) where the two images are translated, stretched and rotated, such that every part of the cell overlaps spatially within an error of one pixel. Thus we have images of I ZZ , I ZY , I YZ and I YY . The G factor is measured to correct for the fact that the imaging side of the set-up could preferentially transmit one particular polarization over the other. Similarly, the excitation intensity could be greater at one polarization than the other, and, therefore, also an excitation factor (E) is employed to correct for this. The G and E factors are calculated by imaging a homogenous solution of fluorescein with the same scan settings as for the excitation of the cell. The LD r image is formed as follows from the cell images, G and E factors: 
These images are generated with home developed routines in MATLAB (Mathworks, Natick, MA) and are represented as HSV images, where Hue encodes the LD r value, and Value encodes the calculated isotropic absorption or emission intensity, and Saturation is at a constant maximum.
Image analysis
Quantification of fluorescence distribution in the plasma membrane was performed using the software ImageJ (National Institute of Mental Health, Bethesda, Maryland, USA) by defining three different regions of the plasma membrane; 1) the center of the IS, 2) the periphery of the IS and 3) outside the IS. The average fluorescence intensity, only selecting pixels with an intensity value above a threshold corresponding to the background noise, was determined for each region, and normalized to the average value found in the plasma membrane outside the IS for each cell.
The software Volocity (Improvision, Coventry, England) was used to visualize 3D projections of cell images.
For quantitative analysis of the membrane ruffling, the LD r was determined as a function of the angle between the plasma membrane and excitation polarization, for the three different regions of the plasma membrane (center, periphery and outside of the IS). For each cell, the LD r was averaged over one or more small areas (~1μm 2 ) in each region of the plasma membrane, using home developed routines in LabView. A tangent is drawn to the plasma membrane at each of these areas, and the angle between the tangent and the excitation polarization is calculated, as is depicted in Figure 2 A (main text) by the angle θ. This experimental data can then be fitted to a model of the variation of LD r with plasma membrane angle θ. This model is described in detail in (4) (note the different notion where θ is described as α), and is summarized below.
Briefly, for a given plasma membrane angle (θ), microscopic fluorophore orientation (φ) and sub-resolution membrane ruffling (η) (Figure S1 ), the absorption of single DiO fluorophores following vertically and horizontally polarized excitation can be calculated (A ||, ┴ (θ,φ,η)). 
Quantifying relative degree of membrane ruffling
From the variation of LD r with plasma membrane angle θ, we can quantify the relative degree of membrane ruffling that occurs at the synapse compared to the plasma membrane outside the synapse. A functional form of the membrane ruffling topology must be assumed. We choose to describe the cross section of the membrane Y(x) in terms of a sinusoid:
Where H describes the modulation depth of the membrane ruffling ( Figure S2 ). Figure S2 . Schematic of sinusoidal plasma membrane ruffling Y(x), where H is the depth of modulation, and η is the angle representing the deviation of the membrane normal due to ruffling.
At a point along the membrane x, the angle that the membrane ruffle forms (η) can be calculated:
Thus the ensemble averaged absorption ( A || (θ), A ┴ (θ) ), averaged over all membrane ruffling (corresponding to the integral mem. in equation 2) along the membrane of length X is:
This is evaluated numerically, and the resultant LD r is calculated according to equation 3.
We will assume that outside the docking structure, the plasma membrane is flat such that the relative membrane ruffling induced at the periphery and center of the docking structure are Figure 3C ).
Effect of intracellular vesicles on LD r
As discussed in the main text, the accumulation of lipid vesicles at the plasma membrane of the immune synapse could account for a decrease in the LD r signal, since the integrated DiO orientation in each vesicle will be zero. We show here the calculation that determines the net LD r signal that would be measured depending on the concentration of vesicles that occurs at the plasma membrane. 
. . 
Thus if we consider per unit area of plasma membrane that DiO in a saturated layer of lipid vesicles would have ~3 times (π times-see figure S3 ) the isotropic absorption of DiO in the plasma membrane, there would have to be >2 saturated layers of vesicles to result in the reduction in LD r that we measure at the periphery of the immune synapse. times that of the plasma membrane. The isotropic absorption due to one layer of vesicles will therefore be ~3 times more than that due to a flat plasma membrane
Since neither of the two vesicle-associated proteins, lysosomal-associated membrane protein 1 (LAMP1) and transferrin receptor (TfR), showed increased intensity to the periphery (data not shown), we can conclude that it is highly unlikely the loss in LD r is due to the presence of lipid vesicles stacked underneath the plasma membrane.
